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This is a report on the development of a new type of governor for regulating

the speed of rotary dials. The paper includes derivation of the equations of

motion which determine the theoretical speed of the governor during dial

run-down and an analysis of the operating characteristics of the governor as

influenced by varying friction and input torque. Experimental verification

of the relations is presented. A theoretical analysis which explains "governor

chatter" or positional instability for friction-centrifugal governors is also

given.

INTRODUCTION

Machine switching telephone systems depend on the telephone dial

for originating information used in completing a call. During run-down,

the dial originates current pulses which operate step-by-step switching

equipment or are registered for use in common-control panel or crossbar

systems. For reliable functioning of dial pulse controlled smtching equip-

ment, the pulses must be closely controlled in frequency and form. Since

the pulses are produced during run-down of the dial after release by the

customer, the run-down speed most be constant. Friction-centrifugal

governors are commonly used to provide this required control of speed.

If the pulses reaching the central office were exactly like those gen-

erated by the dial, the de.signers of dials and central office smtching ap-

paratus and circuits would find themselves far less restricted. Unfor-

tunately the dial pulses are distorted by the electrical characteristics of

the customer's loop. To compensate for this distortion and insure ac-

curate registration of the pulses at the central office, the dial and central

office equipment must be designed to operate to close limits of perform-

ance. The designs must also be such that there is negligible change of
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adjustment resulting from use, time or weather conditions, which might

affect the ability to accurately send or receive dial pulses.

To achieve the accuracy of timing required of dial governors, it was

recognized that a general theoretical analysis which defined speed of

governors would be beneficial. The late C. R. Moore investigated this

problem in the thirties, and derived from theoretical considerations,

general equations of motion relating to governors. The relationships

derived by the Moore analysis are extremely useful in that they can be

used to indicate the influence of ^'arious design factors on the perfoiinance

of a governor. This theory was applied in developing the new governor

used in the 7-type dial of the 500-type telephone set* and \vill be pre-

sented in this paper. To better demonstrate the operating characteristics

of the new governor, it will be compared with a previous governor which

was used in an older type dial. Photographs of the new governor as it is

assembled in a dial are shown in Figs. lA and IB.

Fig. 1A — Front view of 7-type dial.

* IngHs, A. H., and Tuffnell, W. L., An Improved Telephone Set, B.S.T.J.,

30, pp. 239-270, April, 1951.
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DIAL AND GOVERNOR OPERATION

In dialing, the fingenvheel is rotated through an angle proportional to

the number being dialed and then released. Energy stored in the motor

spring, Fig. 2, causes the mechanism to return to the start position. For

each 30° rotation of the tingcrwheel during mn-down, the inteimediate

gear rotates one-half revolution and the cam pinion and pulsing cam ro-

tate one full revolution. Once the pulsing pawl is in position, each revolu-

tion of the pulsing cam in the run-down direction results in a pulse being

placed on the telephone loop. The intermediate gear also meshes with a

governor pinion which is coupled to the governor shaft and governor

through a spring clutch.* This clutch decouples the governor from the

fingerwheel on windup to reduce the mndup torque. On run-down the

governor rotates two full revolutions for each 30° rotation of the finger-

wheel.

Fig. IB — Rear view of 7-type dial. Left, speed governor, center, off-normal
contact and right, pulsing mechanism.

* WiebuBch, C. F., The Spring Clutch, J. Appl. Meoh., Sept., 1939.
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CONTACT SHUNTS
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CONTACTS

Fig. 2 — Simplified diagram of 7-type dial mechaiiiBm; governor appears top

left.

As shown in Fig. 3, the weights of the new governor are free to pivot

at the ends of the fly-bar which, in turn, is allowed to rotate vnih respect

to the shaft. Rotation is imparted to the system by the drive-bar which

presses against each weight at a specific point. As the mechanism begins

to rotate during dial run-down, the two weights are caused by centrifugal

force to move outward against the tension of a spring. Movement of the
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weights about their pivots continues until the friction studs touch the

case. At this instant governing begins, and controls the dial speed until

the end of run-down. The speed attained by the governor will be de-

pendent on the friction between the studs and case, the magnitude of the

driving torque, and the tension to which the spring of the governor is

adjusted.

In the schematic of the new governor, Fig. 4, the driving force is desig-

nated as F. By applying this driving force bet%veen the weight pivot and

the center of the governor, the mechanism behaves during operation as

a true friction-centrifugal governor and also as a brake. This configura-

tion results in a gain in the ability of the governor to resist the increase

in speed which normally results from an increase in the applied rotational

force. The drive-bar force, f, and the torque produced by the stud-to-case

force about the pivot assists the centrifugal force in pressing the friction

studs against the case.

WEIGHT
FRICTION DRUM

-SPRING
DRIVE

Fig. 3 — The 7-type dial drive-bar governor.
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The comparative design shown in Fig. 5 is a conventional fly-bar type

governor consisting of two weights each pivoted at the end of a fly-bar

which is fixed to a shaft. As the shaft accelerates during run-down, the

weights move outward under the influence of centrifugal force and are

restrained in their motion by the tension of the governor spring. At a

certain speed the friction studs contact the inner surface of the governor

case. The governor gradually decelerates until the input torque to the

governor is balanced by the stud-to-case frictional loss and the governor

shaft and dial theoretically rotate at constant speed. It will be noted in

this configuration that only the torque produced by the stud-to-case

fiUN-DOWM

Fig. 4 — Schematic of drive-bar governor.

F — Force applied by torque on governor weights

F„ — Normal force of case acting on atuds

F, — Force exerted by spring when studs touch case

F„ — Centrifugal force acting at center of gravity of weight

fi — Coefficient of friction

/(, — Moment of inertia of the governor about center shaft

w — Angular velocity of governor

too — Critical angular velocity at which studs just touch the case

m — Mass of each weight
ra — Radius to the center of gravity of each weight
) — Radius of governor case

a — Stud angle

Neg. Rotation — Run down of governor
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Fig. 5 — Fly-bar type governor.

friction about the pivots aids the centrifugal force in pressing the studs

against the case.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In deriving the general equations of motion for a governor, two as-

sumptions are made concerning the action. During the interval of time

that the governor is approaching the critical velocity when contact of

the friction surfaces first occurs, the motion is assumed to be that of a

simple fly-wheel, constantly accelerating. The angular velocity of the

governor during the time from rest to the critical velocity, too , is then

given by

(1)

where G = applied torque

i' = time from start of motion

/ = moment of inertia of the governor assembly about the shaft

-'a^'*^i3«£iK,iH^^<ir-Sfc'j>af1-t;- - - -- .
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After stud-to-case contact occurs, it is assumed that there is no

further pivoting of the weights or fly-bar, and the assembly rotates as a

rigid body. During this time the general equation for angular velocity is

CO = g tanh (- + In VI
j

(2)

where q = regulated or final angular velocity

h = design constant

A = design and adjustment constant

i = time measured from the mcHnent of initial braking

The derivation of this general speed equation as it applies to the new

7-type dial governor is given in Appendix I. For this drive-bar type

governor the following terms apply:

G{d - fic) + Mmcoo' - firjG/e
h =

9
-

Io(d - tie)

Mfj.

Ia{d — tic)

g — Wo

-Vl-i'
"Gid- lie) + Mfim' - nrjG/e

5 = 4/ : = i/ Mm

(3)
^T

(4)

^

' -A

(5) ^
(6)

'S^n

The derivation of the theoretical equation for speeds in excess of the

critical speed for the comparative fly-bar design results in the following

relationships

:

0} = q tanh i--\-ln y/A
j

where

, Gid — fic) + Mfi(j}o /-•.

Io{d - lie)

laid - fic)

^.-/-„ . , (?(^ - Mc) + Muioia'
(9)

The form of the general speed equation is the same for all types of
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friction-centrifugal governors but each particular governor will have

different terms in the values for g, h and q. The theoretical equation of

motion can be used to calculate the speed of the dial at any time, t,

after the critical velocity is reached or the time required to reach any

given speed once the governor studs touch the case. The equation shows

that for large values of t, co approaches q, so that steady state speed is

given by the value of q for each type governor, and is in terms of the

operating values and design constants of the mechanism.

For the drive-bar governor the steady state speed equation is

.- , /G(d - fic) -\- M^iui^ - firjG/e .,„vco-q- Y -^ i.W)

THEORETICAL SPEED-TIME CURVES

Drive-Bar Governor

The c.esign constants and physical data given in Table I apply to the

drive-bs.r governor, and were used to calculate the theoretical speed

Table I— Refer to Figs. 3 and 4

d = 0.390 cm In = 7.40 gm cm' (experimental)
c = 0.3G1 cm G = 7,500 dyne-cm (eteady-state)*
r = 1.180 cm 13,500 dyne-cm (initial)

To = 0.635 cm fi = 0.25 (assumed)
b = 0.920 cm wi = 3.9 gms
e = 0.498 era K = u/t = 0.538

j = 0.236 cm M = 2mr'bk = 5.38

* Appendix II — Governor Input Torque.

versus time curve shown in Fig. 6. The dial governor is initially adjusted

so that signaling is at the rate of 10.0 pulses per second, requiring a steady

state governor shaft velocity of 125.6 radians per second. This steady

state velocity was used to determine the critical velocity wo by substitut-

ing the values in Table I in equation (10)

:

w = 9 = y
G{d - tic) + Mmojo^ - i^rjG/e

My.

too = 121.8 radians/second

and from equations (3), (4), (5), and (6)

g = 0.606 h = 9,520 h/q = 75.9 A = 72.7.
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Table II

t 7S.W + 2.142 w = 125.6 tanh (15.91 + 2.U2)

0.000
0.004
0.008
0.012
0.016
0.020

2.142
2.446
2.750
3.054
3.358
3.662

121.8
123.7
124.6
125.1
125.3
125.5

Substituting these values in the general speed equation,

g + z„Vl)0} = q tanh (
—\- In

gives the velocity of the drive bar governor at any time t measured from

the moment the governor reaches the critical velocity, i.e., when the

friction studs first touch the inside of the governor case. (Table II.)

For governor speeds from start of rotation up to the critical velocity,

it is assumed that the system rotates as a simple fly-wheel, therefore from

equation (1)

121.8(7.4)/ _ OJoio

13,500
= 0.0668 seconds

This time of 0.0668 seconds determines the slope of the straight line

portion of the theoretical speed-time curve shown on Fig. 6.

Fly-Bar Governor

The data given in Table III applies to the fly-bar governor shown

schematically in Fig. 7. Substituting the values given in this table in the

steady state speed equation for the fly-bar governor,

0^ = q= Y
G{d - nc) + Mmojo"

too = 118.5 radians/sec.

ond from equations (7), (8) and (9):

g = 0.609 h = 9,560 h/q = 76.4 A = 36.35

Substituting these values in the general speed equation gives the

velocity of the fly-bar governor at any time (() measured from the

moment braking begins, Table IV. For this particular fly-bar design, the

wt .iii>.~t»-)'-^. p ). j»tit.tar^iat^'ift'-*
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time required to reach the critical velocity is, from equation (1),

EXPERIMENTAL SPEED-TIME CURVES— NORMAL TORQUE

Experimental velocity versus time curves were obtained for the fly-bar

and drive-bar governors constructed to the specifications listed in Tables

I and III. Data used in determining the true speed versus time picture

for the experimental governors was taken from photographic traces ex-

posed on a recording oscillograph. A thin disc ha\'ing 36 radial slots

spaced every 10° was fastened to the end of the governor shaft. Light

detected through the slots of the mo^ang disc by the element of a photo

tube was used to deflect one of the strings of the oscillograph. The trace

Table III— Refer to Figs. 5 and 7

d = 0.390 cm G = 7,500 (steady state)

c = 0.361 cm 13,500 {initial)

r = 1.18 cm n = 0.25 (assumed)
7-0 = 0.635 cm m = 3.9 gm
b =

. 920 cm K = Ta/r = 0.538

7o = 7,36 gmcm'' M = 2mr^bK = 5.38

of this string appeared on the photographic paper as a distorted sine

wave. The distance between two successive wave peaks represented 10°

of rotation of the governor. By noting on the trace the time between

peaks, it was possible to determine the average velocity of the governor

at 10° intervals after release of the finger-wheel, or start of rotation of the

governor mechanism. The experimental speed curves for the drive-bar

and fly-l)ar governors are plotted on Fig. 6 along with the theoretical

speed curves.

It was assumed in the theoretical analysis that while accelerating up

to the critical velocity, the governor assembly rotates as a simple fly-

wheel. This requires that the velocity increase linearly. The theoretical

and experimental velocity curves for both type governors during the

initial accelerating period show the fly-wheel assumption to be justified.

The slope of the velocity curve, or rate of acceleration is generally con-

stant.

For that portion of the theoretical and experimental curves which show

speeds from the critical velocity to 98 per cent of rated speed, agreement

is not too clearly defined. The theoretical cun'-e is naturally smooth in

shape. An oscillating type characteristic appears in the experimental
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speed curves of both types of governors. This probably results from the

shock and grabbing when the friction studs first touch the case and con-

tinues until the forces tending to move the weights outward increase to a

value sufficient to hold them against the case for governing.

That part of the experimental curve, during which governing actually

occurs at rated speed is relatively smooth through full run-down. Both

the fly-bar and new drive-bar governors exhibit excellent speed regula-

tion. The waves present on the trace do not necessarily indicate hunting

or vil^ration since the variations in speed which appear are actually

smaller in magnitude than the degree of accuracy present in measuring

the experimental photographic trace.

RUN-DOWN

Fig. 7 — Schematic of fly-bar governor.

F„ — Normal force of case acting on studs
F, — Force exerted by spring when studs touch case
F„,— Centrifugal force acting at center of gravity of each weight
/i — CoofTicient of friction

/o — Moment of enertia of the governor about center shaft
(i> — Angular velocity of governor
Wo — Critical angular velocity at which studs just touch the case
m — Mass of each weight
Co — Radius to the center of gravity of each weight
r — Radius of governor case
a — Stud angle

Neg. Rotation — Run down of governor

Ujr.% -»i>^ -' iirfVir iliiTi Tiilft'r
'"

"I r ==*"J*«rf'*-i"'i:'' ^.S.X-
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THEORETICAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

The solution of the equation of motion for any governor is based on

specific design constants and certain assumed and estimated values. Such

dimensions as the governor case inside diameter r, and distance from the

shaft center to the weight pivot b, are two examples of design constants.

These constants establish the arrangement of the various component

parts of the mechanisms and are, therefore, subject to practical manu-

facturing and space considerations as well as considerations from a speed

regulation standpoint. The design constants are in effect static considera-

tions. They are not subject to appreciable variation once established,

and on any particular governor do not vary significantly over the life of

the governor.

Table IV

I 76.« + 1.798 M= 125.6 tanh C76.4i + l.?98)

0.000 1.798 118.5

0.004 2.103 121.9

0.008 2.408 123.6

0.012 2.714 124.5

0.016 3.010 125.0

0.020 3.325 125.3

0.024 3.631 125.4

During actual operation there are two factors which directly affect the

degree of speed control afforded by a governor; i.e., the coefficient of

friction which exists between the governor case and friction studs, and

the value of input torque to the governor shaft. Design control over these

factors is present, but to a lesser degree than for the design constants

mentioned previously. These factors are considered fixed in arriving at a

given design but actually vary from governor to governor and over the

life of a governor. It is therefore necessary to consider carefully the effect

of variations in friction and torque if close regulation of speed is re-

quired.

The input torque to the governor shaft will vary because of the dimen-

sional variations of the motor springs, the tolerance permitted for the

driving torque at full windup of the dial, dial friction and the variation

in pulsing spring forces. These variables appear at the governor as a

range of input torques during run-down of the mechanism. For the motor

spring used in the 7-type dial, input torque referred to the governor

shaft decreases during run-down on the average from 20,000 dyne-cm

to 13,000 dyne-cm. Torque required to overcome bearing and gear fric-
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tion and the loads imposed by the pulsing mechanism result in an

average torque of 7,500 dyne-cm at the governor. Over the life of a dial

this input tortiue at the governor will vary as the dial efficiency varies.

Initially the dial mechanism is lubricated and the bearings and gears

turn freely. With time and continued operation, the accumulation of

dirt and wear products affect the dial so that more torque is needed to

drive the mo\'ing parts. This causes a decrease in the remainder torque

going to the governor.

Another aspect of torque requiring consideration is that resulting from

forcing of the finger-wheel during run-do^\Ti. This action can produce

tor(]ue values at the governor of the order of 110,000 dyne-cm or a torque

of approximately fifteen times that which appears at the governor during

normal operation.

The second factor, which can vary during dial life, is the value of the

stud-to-case coefficient of friction, fi. Both the drive-bar and fly-bar

governors have studs of Ebonite compounded with 40 per cent by

weight of hard rubber dust and cases of ASTMB16 brass. Actual service

tests show the satisfactory wearing ability of these materials.

Each governor is initially adjusted for speed by changing the tension

of the governor spring. At the time this adjustment is made, a particular

friction condition exists between the governor studs and case. With time

or continued operation there is always the possibility of a change oc-

curring in this friction value. Such factors as very high humidity, lubri-

cation products traveling to the stud operating region, or the accumula-

tion of foreign-material or wear particles may produce different values of

friction and hence result in variation in governor and dial speed from the

initially adjusted value.

The range of coefficient of friction values n expected for rubber on

brass is from 0.05 to 0.35. These are the extreme conditions produced by

oil in the governor case for the 0.05 value and very low unit pressure on

a scored brass surface for the 0.35 value. For this study a representative

figure for the average stud-to-case friction value was taken to be 0.25.

The problem of variation in steady state governor speed mth changes

in the coefficient of friction and input torque can be analyzed by con-

sidering the derivatives of speed with respect to these values. This is done

by operating on the equations for terminal speed.

Speed with Respect to Coefficient of Friction

For the drive-bar governor, the partial derivative of speed, with respect

to coefficient of friction, is as follows:

— , -<.j .^u6ii,^j>. .ijjiiEsiiei
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,
/G(d - fic) + Mmcoq^ - nrjG/e"-^- y M~^

Taking the derivative of oj with respect to fi gives

dw ^ Gd

dfj. 2biMn'^

where M = 2mrri,b. For the fly-bar governor, doi/dii, is as follows from

,
/G{d - nc) + Mum^"'^'^^ =^^ m

dta ^ Gd

Since the equations are identical for both governors the same considera-

tions exist in holding to a minimum the change in speed caused by a

change in the coefficient of friction.

For optimum speed regulation, the partial derivative, du/dn, should

be a minimum. Small values of dia/dfi can be obtained by operating on

the design constants, controlling the value of m, or having high governor

speeds. Specifically, the design constants m, ro, r and b should all be

large. Inspection of the drive-bar governor schematic, Fig. 4, shows that

there are physical limitations to the arbitrary enlargement of these

values. Space, manufacturability, and cost of materials must be consid-

ered in establishing these terms. In selecting materials for fixing the

coefficient of friction value the wearing quality of the materials to be

used must be of first consideration. A high governor speed is advantage-

ous but must be weighed against the primary disadvantage of high inertia

loads for the entire mechanism.

The terms G and d in the numerator of equations (11) and (12) indicate

that low input torque and a small value for d would be desirable For G,

one must consider the anticipated change in dial efficiency and variation

in torque produced by the pulsing mechanism plus the torque necessary

for the governor to maintain adequate speed control.

As shown in the drive-bar governor schematic. Fig. 4, d is the dis-

tance from the weight pivot to the normal of the point of contact be-

tween the rubber stud and governor case. Its magnitude is controlled by

the stud angle a, and the distance between the stud and case when the

weights are in the closed position.

As indicated, d should be as small as possible for best regulation with

friction change. This requirement imposes a difficult design problem

because as d decreases, the stud and bearing hole in the weight approach
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each other. A miiiimum d is therefore fixed by interference of the parts

themseh'es. Inspection of the governor mechanism also shows that even

if the interference problem were not limiting, the weight turning angle

imposes a further restriction on the d value. The life of a governor is

considered to end when the friction material is worn to the point of

allowing the weight to touch the inside of the case. Because of this

initially large weight motion, little material is pro^aded for wearing and

hence the possible life of the mechanism is reduced. In the design of the

drive-bar governor, the stud angle, a, was made as small as manufactur-

ing techniques would permit. The stud angle is 22° from the weight pivot

with a corresponding d = 0.390 cm.

Since both governors under study were designed to operate in the

case of the same dial the tenns show^n in Tables I and III which apply

in the friction equations (11 and 12) are identical. This identity of terms

indicates that both type governors should exhibit identical frictional

characteristics. Fig. 8 represents a plot of the dcc/dfj. for various governor

input torque values. One set of curves applies. The range of torque values

covered by the curves is from zero to the forcing condition at fifteen

times normal motor spring torque. Curves for coefficient of friction

values, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.35, are shown as encompassing the extremes in

operating range.

Speed with Respect to Input Torque

For the drive-bar governor, the partial derivative of speed with

respect to torque is determined as follows from the steady state speed

equation.

- „ - . M<i - f^) + ^"^Mcoo^ - nrjG/e^'^- y m;,

Taking the derivative of ai with respect to G gives:

dG
^ 1 VGid - nc) + JV/Mtoo' - firjG/eT''^ {d - jic - nrjG/e)

2L Mn J Mn
and

do) X {d ~ tie ~ firj/e)
(13)

dG 2 Mfio}

where

M = 2 mrrttb

For the fly-bar governor the derivative of w with respect to G can be
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developed similarly to give

da

dG
1 {d - fic)

2 Mficj}
(14)

Here also the design constants, m, ro , r and b, the coefficient of fric-

tion fi, and the governor speed w, should all be high values. Minimum
change in dial speed would then occur for a given change in the input

torque.

Inspection of the equations for du/dG, indicates that it is possible to

have perfect torque regulation for at least one value of fi. For this limit-

ing condition, dw/dG, would equal zero and equation (13), for the drive-

bar governor, equates to

d — fic — ixrj/e = '

(15)

and equation (14) for the fly-bar type governor

d - fic = (16)

If these equations were satisfied, there would be zero change in speed

for a given change in input torque to the governor. As stated previously

^ is predetermined and has in this design a maximxim known value of

0.35. A margin of safety is considered by taking ^ = 0.425 for the limit-

ing case and equation (15) becomes for the new drive-bar governor

d - 0.425 (c + rj/e) =

and equation (16) for the fly-bar governor

d - 0.425 c =

(17)

(18)

.X103

20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100

GOVERNOR INPUT TORQUE IN DYNE CENTIMETERS

Fig. 8 — Derivative of governor speed with respect to coefficient of friction

versus input torque to the governor.
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1.2

FLY-BAR TYPE
GOVERNOR

d AND C VALUES DETERMINED BY
GOVERNOR CASE AND FLY-BAR 'a = 1Z0°

i

1-.

0.6 1.0
1
1.2 1.4

C IN CENTIMETERS
1.6 1.B a.o 2.2

FLY-BAR ARM LENGT
(0.920 CM)

r = l.1BCM

Fig. 9 — Design diagram for fly-bar type governor.

Comparison of these two equations shows a very important differ-

ence in the term multiplied by ^ = 0.425. For the drive-bar governor,

there are four variables which can be operated on to satisfy the equation

;

i.e., c, r, j and e. For the fly-bar governor only c is available. The im-

portance of these additional tenns can be reahzed when one considers

that the value for c results from our choice of d in making doi/dn a mini-

mum. For both type governors c is equal to 0.361 cm. Substitution of

the d and c values in the limiting equation, (18), for the fly-bar governor

does not lead to a solution when /x = 0.425. Solving for this limiting ^
in the fly-bar governor gives

(0.390) - (0.361) M =

H = 1.08

This value of m is far beyond that encountered in actual governor

operation and, in effect, represents useless margin. This is graphically

shown in Fig. 9 where all d and c values which confoi-m to the geometry
of the fly-bar governor mechanism are plotted as a design diagram. The
three straight lines radiating from the origin represent plots of the

limiting equation for n = 0.425, 0.25 and 0.05. The intersection of these

lines with the d and c semicircle, noted at points 1, 2 and 3, give the

particular angle at which the stud should be located for optimimi regula-
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Fig. 10 — Design diagram for drive-bar type governor.

tion for these particular friction values. The point A on the d and c

circle denotes the d and c values which result from the stud being at

a = 22°. The off-set appears because stud-to-oase contact is not made

on the center line of the stud. The points 1, 2 and 3 are all below the

point, A, established by the minimum permissible angle, a = 22°. This

indicates that the fly-bar governor has its doj/dG equal to zero at some

coefficient of friction value higher than ju = 0.425. As previously deter-

mined in this value is /i = 1.08.

Fig. 10 represents the design diagram for the new drive-bar governor.

Here again, the large semi-circle is a plot of all d and c values which con-

form to the geometry of this governor mechanism. Point A is determined

by the stud angle a = 22°. The straight lines represent the limiting equa-

tions for M = 0.425, 0.25 and 0.05 and are shown intersecting the d and c

circle at 1, 2 and 3 respectively. For this particular governor, the line

representing m — 0.425,

d - 0.425 (c -f rj/e) =

intersects the d and c circle at the point A . This is possible by making the

term (tirj/e) equal to 0.238. The intersection of this curve at A indicates

that there will be zero change in speed for a given change in input torque

to the governor when the stud-to-case coefficient of friction value is

0.425.
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The additional terms, r, j and e in the limiting equation make it pos-

sible to design the governor for optimum regulation for any particular

value of
fj.

desired. Since the term r, the case inside radius, is controlled

by space requirements, the terms j and e assume added importance. They
are determined by the point at which the drive-bar arms act against the

weights and can be made any value required to meet the design objec-

tive.

Figure 11 is a plot of du/dG at various values of n for the drive-bar and

fly-bar governors specified in Tables I and III. It indicates that for any

coefficient of friction the new drive-bar governor should exhibit less

change for a change in input torque than is possible with the fly-bar

governor. ^

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

To substantiate the theoretical conclusions drawn from the analysis

of the steady state speed equations, experimental data were compiled

from a number of models of each type of governor. Drive-bar and fly-bar

governors, made to the specifications listed in Tables I and III were

investigated to deteiTnine their response to changes in input torque and

changes in the stud-to-case coefficient of friction value, m- The tests were

conducted on 7-type dials manufactured by the Western Electric Com-
pany as standard product.

Dial Speed Versus Coefficient of Friction

The theoretical analysis of the equation

doi Gd
'

indicates that the two types of governors should exhibit identical fric-

tional characteristics. Fig. 12 represents the theoretical plot of dial speed

in pulses per second versus coefficient of friction. The single curve satisfies

both the fly-bar and drive-bar governors as specified in Tables I and III.

This cun'e shows the change in speed of a dial initially adjusted to 10.0

pulses per second, operating at normal torque, as the coefficient of fric-

tion varies. It indicates that if there is a decrease in the value of /i from

that which existed at the time of initial adjustment, there will be a cor-

responding increase in the dial speed. The cun'e is drawn with ix = 0.25

as representing the normal stud-to-case condition and a normal governor

input torque of 7,500 dyne-cm.

The experimental data were compiled for the following operating con-

iif—>f ^i^ ";Ms^*.-w<»KN»--rt»:'i'i>fc-.if*^<i^.'
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Fig. 11 — Derivative of governor speed with respect to governor input torque
versus coefficient of friction.

ditions: as received, governor case cleaned with acetone, damp atmos-

phere, and SAE 10 petroleum base oil in the ease. Each of the governors

were initially adjusted to 10 pulses per second with the governor cases in

the "as received" condition. The governors were then removed and the

cases and governor studs were cleaned with acetone. The governors were

then reassembled and the new speed recorded. During this procedure

extreme care was exercised so as not to disturb the governor spring ad-

justment. Speed was next recorded for the damp atmosphere condition,

and finally for the condition with one drop of SAE 10 oil in the governor

case. For these last two conditions the governors were not removed from

the dials.

The average speeds recorded for the four conditions are plotted on the

theoretical speed curve of Fig. 12. The points were arbitrarily placed on

the theoretical curve. No attempt was made to determine the exact co-

efficient of friction values corresponding to the four conditions. In this
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respect, the speed attained with oil in the case shows a value of |U = 0.06

which is very close to the fi = 0.05 taken as the lower limit.

To produce a decrease in governor speed one must increase the value

of 1^. This is difficult to do on a controlled basis, since it is brought about

by the progressive action of wear particles and foreign material scoring

the surface of the brass case during the life of the governor. The the-

oretical analysis indicates that when the coefficient of friction increases

to fi = 0.35 the speed of the governor mil decrease from 10.00 to 9.65

pulses per second. This assumes that there would be no speed change

due to wear in any part of the governor. In practice of course the gover-

nor studs wear as the case is scored and, therefore, are made progres-

sively shorter. For this condition the increased outward motion of the

weight required for stud-to-case contact produces an increase in the

spring force, F^ , acting on the weights. The speed change which results

from increasing the spring force is in the direction to compensate for the

loss in speed due to increase in coefficient of friction. Therefore, con-

sidering only stud friction and wear as effective in causing change in

speed, generally the governor and dial speed should increase from its

initially adjusted value during life.

It can be concluded from the experimental and theoretical evidence

that there is the possibility of a speed change due to varying coefficient

a. 12

-) 9

DRIVE-BAR
FLY- BAR

GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR

o EXPERIMENTAL

SAE 10

^IN CASE

\ DAMP
ATMOSPHERE

< C ASE
^ANED

NORMAL ^
SPEED

'
"V " "Lb

1
'\ AS

j
RECEIVED

1

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 a25 QSO 0J5 0.40 0.45

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION, /i

Fig. 12 — Dial speed versus coefficient of friction.

-1---.. -4U^ As^^Mn'' ..»V«U>U>.^^B .'I^..
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of friction to values between 9.65 and 12.0 pulses per second during life

for dials initially adjusted to 10.00 pulses per second. An increase in speed

may result from a decrease in stud friction due to the existence of lubri-

cant or high humidity in the stud operating region or, the speed may

decrease due to high friction.

The above changes represent the extremes in dial speed determined

solely by reaction of the governor to change in stud friction. In practice

it is anticipated that dials adjusted to 10 pulses per second initially can

vary from 9 to 11 pulses per second during normal usage. A reduction in

speed will occur as more torque is required to compensate for the in-

crease in bearing friction caused by the accumulation of dirt and wear

products during ordinary life. This additional bearing drag will cause a

decrease in the torque available for governoring and therefore the dial

will be regulated at reduced speed. For extreme cases of wear and con-

tamination, it is of course possible that the dial will stop altogether dur-

ing run-down. Such cases are not controllable by the governor. They

result from the expected attrition during extended life or unfavorable

environment.

To guard against excessive increase in dial speed from the value at

time of initial adjustment, precaution is taken during manufacture. As

stated previously, lubricant traveling into the governor case after initial

adjustment will cause a marked increase in dial speed. To avoid this

sort of contamination, the governor case is washed after machining and

swabbed with clean chamois prior to insertion of the governor onto the

shaft. Care is also taken to see that no lubricant is placed in the governor

case during lubrication of the shaft bearings. These practices assure that

initially the friction surfaces are relatively free from contamination. The

increase in dial speed up to the 11 pulses per second possible during dial

life will result primarily as a result of stud wear, increase in efficiency of

the mechanism, and operation during periods of high humidity.

Dial Speed Versus Governor Input Torque

To substantiate the theoretical conclusion that the drive-bar governor

should exhibit better regulation due to changes in input torque, experi-

mental data were compiled on the dials equipped with the two type

governors. The results of this test are plotted on Fig. 13, along with

theoretical forcing curves for both governors. A coefficient of friction

value of 0.25 was assumed in arriving at the theoretical curves.

The dials were initially adjusted to 10.00 pulses per second by bending

the governor spring to have proper tension. Loads of 1, 3 and 5 lb were
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Fig. 13 — Dial speed versus governor input torque.

120

suspended from the fingerwheel at %" radius and released. Average
experimental speeds were recorded for the three forcing conditions and
are noted in Fig. 13 for both the fly-bar and the new drive-bar governors.

Good agreement, between the theoretical and experimental values, is

evident. For a forcing condition of fifteen times normal motor spring
torque, an average speed of 15.6 pulses per second is shown for the fly-bar

governor while an average speed of 13.4 pulses per second is noted for

the drive-bar type. Theoretically the speeds should be 15.3, and 13.2,

respectively. This type agreement is also present for the 1 and 3 lb

forcing conditions, and therefore, it may be concluded that for any input
torque resulting from forcing the fingerwheel a dial equipped \\ith a
drive-bar governor will exhibit less speed increase than one ha^dng the
fly-bar governor.

The theoretical analysis indicates that for the torque available during
normal rundown, drive-bar governors as specified in Table I will de-
crease in speed from 10.00 to 9.80 pulses per second and fly-bar governors
as specified in Table III will decrease in speed to 9.70 pulses per second.
These theoretical speed changes were checked experhnentally by record-
ing on a rapid record oscillograph a trace of the make and break tunes of

the pulsing contacts during nmdomi of the dial from digit zero. This
information was used to detennine the average dial speed in pulses per
second for each sequence of make and break times. Actual loss in speed
from the first to the ninth pulse for dials equipped with drive-bar gover-
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nors averaged 0.24 pulses per second while dials with fly-bar governors

decreased 0.33 pulses per second. The slight additional loss in speed

noted experimentally was probably due to friction in the gear mechanism

which is not considered by the theoretical analysis. However, since the

differences recorded are quite small, one can conclude that the theoretical

and experimental results are in good agreement even when concerned

mth small changes in torque experienced during normal rundown of a

dial.

CHATTER IN GOVERNORS

It is not uncommon for governors with fine regulating ability to produce

an objectionable chattering noise when operated near or at the vertical

position. This chattering, while in most cases not particularly adverse

from a regulation or wear point of view creates in the mind of the lis-

tener grave doubts as to the correctness of the design. In severe cases a

sharp noise ia heard during every half revolution of the governor shaft

as each weight alternately leaves the case and strikes against the end of

the other governor weight. During every revolution of the governor shaft,

each weight is alternately supported as shown in the schematic, Fig. 4.

At this instant, the gravity moment about B is a maximum, and along

with the spring moment, opposes the centrifugal moment. If the gravity

component, or effective mass of the weight, is sufficiently large, a new

system is produced which has a critical velocity in excess of the regulated

speed. Since the governor speed is continually regulated by the bottom

weight at a speed lower than the new critical velocity, the top weight

falls from contact with the case.

The magnitude of the gravity component is a function of the angle at

which the governor operates and is a maximum when the dial is in the

vertical position. As the operating plane of the dial decreases to the

horizontal, the gravity effect decreases to zero. Chatter will not occur

when the operating angle produces a gravity component smaller than

the difference between the centrifugal force and the spring force.

Since the chattering effect is the result of a balance of forces on the

governor, it is apparent that a relationship can be derived which will

express the effect in terms of governor constants. This derivation is given

in Appendix III and shows the chatter equation for a conventional fly-bar

governor to be

^ ^ ^<^"/"] (19)
2rnt sm /S
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This expression must be satisfied if the governor is to operate free of

chatter.

By substituting the constants for the fly-bar governor, in Table III,

we have for this governor operating in the vertical plane

onrosM < 7>500(0.390 - (0.25) (0.361))
^•^^^^"^

2(118)(0.25)(1.092)

or

3,820 dyne-cm g 2,790 dyne-cm.

Since the equation is not satisfied instability should be present and
governors of this fly-bar design do chatter loudly when operating in the

vertical plane.

The chatter equation for the fly-bar governor indicates that by adjust-

ing the design constants, on& can eliminate the instability effect. This is

true. A set of values could be used which would result in a fly-bar gover-

nor which operates free of chatter. Unfortunately such a governor would

also have reduced ability to govern. The relationship between chatter

and governing is explained as follows.

The equations which define changes in governor speed with respect to

changes in friction and torque for the fly-bar governor

and

and the chatter equation, (19), show that operation without chatter and

good speed regulation are totally incompatible. Those terms in the

equations which should be small for good speed regulation; i.e., torque G
and stud location d and c, should be large to avoid chattering of the

governor. Those terms which should be large for good speed regulation;

i.e., case radius r, friction ^i, and the distance from the pivot to the

center of gravity Z, must be small for no chatter. As the theoretical

analysis indicates there is no term in the fly-bar governor chatter equa-

tion which can be operated on to eliminate chatter without impairing

regulation of speed.

A similar analysis, given in Appendix IV, shows the chatter equation

for the new drive-bar governor to be

m < g(^ - M^ - ^rj/e)

Gd
2a)M/i2

da _ 1 (d - fic)

dG 2 Muc^

'=W!15./A>-.
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This expression must be satisfied if there is to be no chattering during

operation. A comparison of this equation mth that detennined for the

fly-bar governor, equation (19), shows an additional term (firj/e). Sub-

stitution of the design constants for the drive-bar governor given in

Table I leads to the following.

, . 7,500(0.390 - (0.25)(0.361) - (0.25)(1.18)(0.236)/(0.498))
6.MCiiW) =

2(1.18)(0.25)(1.092)

or

3,820 dyne-cm ^ 1,862 dyne-cm.

This indicates that instability should be present in this governor, and

that the additional term (firj/e) causes a greater difference between the

mass term and the torque term, than for the conventional fly-bar gover-

nor. This is to be expected, since for the drive-bar governor also, adequate

speed regulation, and a design which has no chatter, are totally incom-

patible. The sensitivity of speed to torque change and changes in co-

efficient of friction.

3ai _ 1 {d — fic — firj/e)

dG

and

2 Mun

d(a _ Gd

2Mo}n

were made as small as possible for best regulation and this results in a

small value to oppose chatter.

This chatter analysis indicates that a new approach in design is

needed in order to provide a governor which will operate without

excessive noise and still regulate speed as required for use in the 7-type

dial. This is found in a design which prohibits rapid movement of the

governor weights during the unstable period.

Referring to the assembly drawing of the drive-bar governor, Fig. 3,

which shows the governor in the rest position, one can see that each

governor weigh rests on the end of one of the arms of the drive-bar. By
supporting the weights in this manner the following two beneficial effects

are achieved. One, during operation in new assemblies, the weights move
outward to touch the case only a nominal distance of 0.007". This small

allowable motion in the drive-bar governor results in a low velocity of

the weight at closure and hence, less impact noise. Two, because the

drive-bar presses to rotate the governor weights, impact occurs as the
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unstable weight skids against its arm of the drive-bar. This introduces

friction damping to still further reduce the noise on closure of the weight.

Some additional damping is provided by making the drive-bar and weight

of powdered metal rather than wrought material. These features, which

result from the particular physical arrangements of the component parts

make possible the relatively quiet operation of the drive-bar governor.

Experience with dials equipped with drive-bar governors indicates that

they are effective since the noise due to chattering has been satis-

factorily reduced so as to not be objectionable.

SUMMARY

This study has carried forward the work of C. R. Moore by presenting

the derivation of theoretical equations which define speed for the drive-

bar type governor. Design considerations necessary for optimum speed
regulation indicated by the theory were applied in establishing the shape
and working relationship of various components in the drive-bar gover-

nor. Governors constructed to these dimensions have operated as forecast

by the theory. The excellent agreement between theory and practice

indicates that it is both desirable and practicable to apply the Moore
theory in the design of governors.

The initial requirements imposed on the design of a governor for the

7-type dial were two-fold. The new governor had to provdde speed regu-

lation at least equal to the conventional fly-bar type and no objectionable

noise could be created by the governor during operation. To better under-
stand the reasons for noise in governors, suitable theory was developed
for investigating this phenomenon. Application of this theory to any
type governor results in an equation which defines chatter in terms of

the constants of the governor. This equation and the equations deter-

mined by the Moore theory for speed regulation indicate the existence

of an interrelationship between speed regulation and noise in governors.

The theory indicates that noise free operation and good regulation are

totally at variance. The fly-bar governor supports this conclusion since

this governor having fine control of speed also produces a chattering
noise during operation. To satisfy both requirements, good regulation
and quiet operation, it is first necessary to design a governor which will

regulate properly and secondly, if the constants selected indicate that
chattering mil occur, prohibit excessive noise by providing means for

restraining the system during the unstable period.

This method of attack was taken in the design of the new drive-bar
governor. By applying the Moore theory, a governor was developed for

.i^-MWrA-h-ntmriaJK,- -
. -^itHMi^-^ae-Jt^-
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use in telephone dials which is an improvement over the conventional

fly-bar type governor. Fine regulation is provided by the drive-bar

governor for a given change in the coefficient of friction between the studs

and case. This is achieved by locating the studs as close to the weight

pivot as manufacturing teclmiques will permit. Improved speed regula-

tion is provided for varying input torque in the new governor as com-

pared with the fly-bar governor. The experimental data shows the new de-

sign able to control speed approximately twice as well. It is an effective

non-forcing governor, prohibiting excessive increase in dial speed as a re-

sult of forcing the fingerwheel during rundown. This nonforcing feature is

achieved by applying the driving torque to the weights at a point to

develop a moment about the weight pivot. This drive-bar moment assists

the centrifugal force in maintaining pressure of the friction stud against

the case for friction govemoring.

Having established a design which provided the degree of dial speed

regulation considered necessary, it was then possible to investigate the

second requirement of noise free operation. Application of the chatter

theory to the drive-bar governor indicated the design to be unstable.

This situation was controlled by using the ends of the drive-bar to limit

the fall of the governor weights. This configuration of parts allows only

small movement of the weights during the unstable period and provides

damping as the weights close on the arms. The small motion and friction

damping in the assembly results in a governor which is relatively free

from noise during operation. Experience Avith dials equipped with drive-

bar governors indicate that the chattering effect has been controlled.
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Appendix I

DERIVATION OF THE DRIVE-BAR TYPE GOVERNOR SPEED EQUATION

Referring to Fig. 4, as the governor mechanism rotates in a clockwise

direction each weight tends to move outward under the influence of

centrifugal force and the torque force, F. The centrifugal force, Fm
,
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acts through the center of gravity of the weights radially from the turn-

ing center of the governor shaft. The torque force, F, is applied on the

weights by the drive-bar arms. These forces are opposed by the spring

force, Ft . A stud-to-case force, f„ , and a frictional component of this

force, nF„ , act on the weights when the friction studs are in contact

with the case. In deriving the equation of motion for speeds in excess of

the critical velocity the following symbols will be used as noted on Fig. 4.

F — Force applied by torque on governor weights

F„ — Normal force of case acting on studs

Fa — Force exerted by spring when studs touch case

Fm — Centrifugal force acting at center of gravity of each

weight

fi— Coefficient of friction

7o— Moment of inertia of the governor about center shaft

0}— Angular velocity of governor

wo— Critical angular velocity at whioh studs just touch the

case

m— Mass of each weight

To— Radius to the center of gravity of each weight

r— Radius of governor case

a— Stud angle

Neg. Rotation— Rundown of governor

From the schematic, Fig. 4, taking moments about B we have

FJ) - F,h + nF„c - F^d-^- F = (1)

collecting terms

HF^ - F,) - FM - Mc) + fi =

^^ ^ hjF,. - Fa) + Fj (2)

{d - tic)

The driving torque on the governor is G = 2Fe; the retarding torque,

2}iFnr. The difference between the driving torque and the retarding

torque is as follows

:

Ioo: = G - 2nF^r (3)

where 7o = Moment of inertia of the governor about the shaft center

w = Angular acceleration about shaft center

equating
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Combining equations (2) and (4) and solving for the acceleration, tj,

h{F^ - F:) + Fj _G - /oo.

2F,

(d - nc) 2y.r

Mr _ 2{F,h - F3)ixr ^ g _ j^
{d — lie) (d — nc)

or

^ = ? „ 2^>>.&M^ _j_
2(F,6 - Fjhr

In Io(d — ^ic) h{d — (ic)

Substituting the following values for F„ , F, , F

F„, — inui\

Ft = mulvQ

2e

then

G 2mbi Tohfif
I

2m<u)o rgbfir jf^rG
w = — — ^i^-r-, ^ +

/o Io{d — fic) Io{d — nc) h{d — /xc)e

Substituting for the design constants

K = rjr

M = 2mr%K

G Mill/ . My.oin fiTJG

la Io{d - fic) Io{d — tie) laid — fic)e

or

u 1

^^ 2 G
,

Jo

Mfl 2

Io(d — (ic)

fiTJG

laid — nc)e

This is of the form

du

di
-\- gcJ^ = h

or

du)
dt = r.

ft — j/w'

(5)
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Separating variables and integrating*

t = ±Ln i±^ + c where ?= = - (6)
2/1 g — w g ^

Applying the, initial conditions to solve for the constant c

ii) = ton at / =

c=-±Ln 5-+^
2ft q — ojo

Substituting in equation (6)

t = ^ Jm — ^ Ln
2/1 q — u 2h g — O3o

Letting

Then

and

g — Wo

f= g LnA |g+"| (7)
2^1 ^ (g - oj)

= q tanh [ — + Ln -y/A 1 (8)

Efiuation (8) applies as the equation of motion for the drive-bar

governor for speeds in excess of the critical speed when

^ G{d - fic) + MfMojQ^ - tirjG/e .^^,

hid ~ fic)

Appendix II

GOVEHNOK INPUT TORQUE

In order to apply the theoretical speed equations and the chatter

equations developed for governors one must determine suitable values

* Short Table of Integrals, Pierce, B. O., pp. 8, No. 50.

nfci»r»«.fc'Uj.
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for the stud-to-case coefficient of friction, m, and governor input torque,

(7. Experimental evidence indicates a ^ of 0.25 exists during normal

operating conditions for hard rubber on brass. The values for governor

input torque given in Tables I and III and used in the theoretical analy-

sis for the governors were determined as follows.

The initial torque applied to the governor for the period up to the

critical velocity was calculated from oscillograph string traces. These

traces were obtained by mounting on the end of the governor shaft a

thin disc having 36 radial slots spaced uniformly about the circumference.

Light, detected through the slots of the rotating disc on the element of a

photo tube, appeared as a distorted sine wave on the photographic paper.

The distance between two successive wave peaks represented 10° of

rotation of the governor. By noting on the trace the time between peaks,

it was possible to determine the average velocity of the governor at 10°

intervals after release of the fingerwheel, or start of rotation of the gover-

nor mechanism. The complete plot of these velocities appear as the

experimental speed curve on Fig. 6. Inspection of the experimental curve

for the dri^'c-bar governor shows constant acceleration immediately

after release. This appears as a straight line in the velocity time curve.

Using the slope of this line and the moment of inertia, lo = 7.4 gm cm^

the initial governor torque was calculated as follows:

„ , /o 100(7.4) .oAQnA
Gi = I<^ = -TY

= —^^ = 13,480 dyne-cm.

The governor torque value during normal rundown was found by first

determining the governor stud-to-case force, F„ , and using this value

in the equation

G = 2tiF„r

The fly-bar governor mechanism was used to determine the F„ force

since the moment equation for this type governor contains measurable

values. Referring to Fig. 7, the schematic of the fly-bar governor, the

moment equation about B is as follows

:

FJy - F,b - F„d -1- nF„c =

To solve this equation for F„ one must determine the centrifugal force,

F„ , and the spring force, Fs . Using electronic flash equipment with an

exposure time of Vfo.ooo of a second, it was possible to take distortion

free photographs of the governor mechanism at the middle of the run-

down. These photographs were taken with the governor in the horizontal
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Table V— Type Dial Governor Input Torque at Pulse No. 5

Dial No. PJ-S. Fm P. Fn c

1 9.89
10.05
9.92

37,820
39,050
38,100

32,820
35,950
34,300

15,320
12,680
11,650

9,050
7,420
6,880

2 10.02
10.01
9.96

38,920
38,600
38,400

35,230
34,880
35,000

11,340
11,400
10,420

6,700
6,730
6,160

3 10.03
10.22
10.08

38,950
40,600
39,400

34,100
35,420
35,000

14,850
15,880
13,522

8,770
9.360
7,980

Average 7,500 dyne-cm, approximately.

position, thus eliminatiDg the gravity effect. The deflection of the

governor spring measured on the photograph was used to determine the

Ft force, and the governor speed, necessary to determine F^ , was taken

from the oscillograph string trace. Three dials were tested, each having

the same maximum motor spring torque, 490,000 dyne-cm, and clean

governor cases and studs to produce an assumed coefficient of friction

value, u = 0.25. For three 7~type dials with fly-bar governors, the ex-

perimental data given in Table V appUes.

As determined, this 7,500 dyne-cm torque at the governor exists at

the middle of rundown of the dial. In order to compare it mth the

13,500 dyne-cm initial torque previously determined, it is first necessary

to consider the effect of the motor spring. As stated previously, the torque

provided by the motor spring during dial rundown decreases approxi-

mately 35 per cent from the initial value of 490,000 dyne-cm. Logically,

the torque at the governor would decrease by the same percentage.

Applying this factor to the torque value for the middle of rundown gives a

value of 10,500 dyne-cm which can be compared with the 13,500 dyne-cm

torque. A difference of 3,000 dyne-cm exists for the value of initial torque

at the governor as determined by the two test methods. This remaining

difference can be explained by considering the frictional losses in the dial

mechanism during rundown. This analysis follows:

During rundown of the dial mechanism, a pair of pulsing springs ten-

sioned against components on the pulsing shaft are alternately raised

and lowered. This action allows contacts on the springs to open and close

for pulsing in the telephone line. A portion of the input torque provided

by the motor spring is required for performing this function. On Fig. 14

are plotted the torque curves for these pulsing springs as the pulsing

'..j^-
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shaft rotates during rundottTi. Fig. 15 is a schematic of the pulsing

springs as they appear when the contacts are closed and when open.

For a short period during each revolution of the pulsing shaft, the puls-

ing springs aid the motor spring in driving the gear system. This occurs

when the springs are being lowered by the cam just prior to opening of

the contacts. For the remaining portion of each revolution the motor

spring must provide energy to overcome frictional losses and lift the

springs. These changes in energy required for moving the springs have

been combined to give the total instantaneous torque curve also shown

on Fig. 14.

As indicated by the pulsing spring torque analysis, the pulsing mech-

anism absorbs an average of only 200 dyne-cm during the period when

accelerating up to the critical velocity. For rotation after the critical

velocity, the average torque needed to drive the pulsing mechanism is

approximately 3,000 djme-cm. The difference between these average

torque values appear at the governor shaft as a 1,500 dyne-cm torque

difference. That is, 1,500 dyne-cm more torque is available for driving

the governor prior to the time the critical velocity is reached as com-

pared to that available after this time. This accounts for one half of the

3,000 dyne-cm difference in initial governor torques as calculated by the

BIFURCATED
SPRING —-1

CAM FOLLOWER
. --'SPRING

CONTACTS
CAM

PAWL

CONTACTS OPEN CONTACTS CLOSED

Fig. I.') — Pulsing springs of 7-type dial.

-*mt' ctfc'ii- ti."*-Vt^
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Table VI

Average torque at governor — Teat No. 1,

10,500
1,500

1,500

13,500

Average torque at governor -— Test No, 2,

after reaching the critical velocity
Torque at pulsing mechanism
Torque required to overcome friction in the

Total 13,500 dyne-cm 13,500 dyne-cm

two test methods. The remaining 1,500 dyne-cm difference can be

accounted for by considering the friction in the mechanism before and

after the critical velocity.

Initially the system is accelerating as a simple fly wheel under the

influence of the motor spring. At the critical velocity the governor studs

engage the case and the dial rotates at virtually constant speed for the

rest of the rundown period. This implies that the average speed of the

moving parts in the mechanism will be twice as great for the period after

the critical velocity as before. By considering the friction which exists

in the dial bearings,* one can see the effect of this change in speed on the

torque required to drive the mechanism. In sliding bearings with film

lubrication the coefficient of friction is a function of speed. Specifically,

as the speed of rotation of the journals increases, the coefficient of fric-

tion in the bearings mil increase. Since the regulated dial speed is greater

than the average speed while accelerating, friction in the system will

also be greater. One can, therefore, justify the remaining 1,500 dyne-cm

torque difference which exists before and after the critical velocity by

considering it to result from the increased friction at the higher speed.

Therefore, by considering the effect of the pulsing mechanism and

friction in the system, it has been possible to account for the difference

in torque determined by the two test methods. Table VI shows the dis-

position of the torque.

Appendix III

DERIVATION OF CHATTER EQUATION FOR FLY-BAB TYPE GOVERNOR

Consider the governor rotating in the vertical plane at constant speed

CO. Referring to the schematic Fig. 7 and taking moments about B

FJy - F,h - F„d -|- y.F„c - ml sin )3 -

Design of Machine Members, Valence and Doughtie, p. 255.
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where m = mass of weight

I = distance from C.G. of the weight to the pivot (B)

B = operating angle of governor weights \vith respect to a hori-

zontal plane

For chattering to occur we know that the weight must leave the governor

case. Therefore, at some angle the gravity component will equal the

forces tending to move the weight outward. For this condition pressure

of the friction stud against the case \vill be equal to zero and

F„d =

nFnC =

and the moment equation becomes for this equilibrium condition

FJ> = FJ) + 7nl sin (1)

Centrifugal Moment ^ Spring Moment + Gravity Moment

By applying the steady-state speed equation and the equation for cen-

trifugal force we can transpose equation (1) to contain only design con-

stants of the governor. From the steady-state speed equation

^=4/'Gid - tic) -t- -Mmojo'

Substituting F, = mu^ r^ and M = 2mrrob

,2 G ,, . . mrrohiiF,
mrrahubi = — Kd — y.c) -\-

2 mro

or

p ™- 2 G {d ~ nc)
F, = mroo) - - ~

2 rhii

also, the centrifugal force is

F^ = mJro

Substituting in equation (1) the values for (Fs) and (F,„)

2 I 2i G(d — lic) . 1 • „mu rob = mrotu — -j- ml sin a
2rfi
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or

, . ^ G{d- tic)
ml sm 3 = —^—

—

^—^^
2rfi

where the gravity moment (ml sin (3) must be just equal to or smaller

than [G{d — juc)]/2r/i to have no chatter occur in the governor. Expres-

sing this in terms of the mass of the weight we have the chatter equation

for the fly-bar governor as

^ G{d - fic)

2rul sm p

Appendix IV

derivation of chatter equation for drive-bar type governor

Referring to the schematic, Fig. 4, consider the governor rotating at

constant speed w in the vertical plane. Taking moments about B

FJ> - FJi -H F^ -h iiFnC - F,,d - ml sin d =

where m = mass of weight -

I = distance from C.G. of weight to pivot B
(3 = operating angle of governor weights

Assume that at some angle the gravity component will be large

enough to make the F„ force equal to zero and a condition of equilibrium

exists. For this condition

F„d =

mF„C =

and therefore, Fj , the torque component on the weight, must also equal

zero. The moment equation becomes

FJ) = F,b -\- ml sin 8 (1)

Using the equation for centrifugal force

F,n = mc/ro
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and steady-state speed for the drive-bar governor

03= yj/'
G{d - fic) + Mmwo^ - liTjG/e

Mix

where

Fa = mwoVo and M = 2mrroh

Solving for (F.)

F, = mrcf/ - —7 {d - lie ~ firj/e)

Substituting in equation (1), the values for F„ and F,

fi

inui\b = mroco^b — —— {d — ^c — firj/e) + ml sin )3

Zrn

or

/-*

ml sin ^ = -— (d — fic — nrj/e)
Zrn

Expressing the equation in terms of mass of the weight we have the

chatter equation for the drive-bar governor.

2rnl sin ^

i-WAJlwiL' .«!otifi.4ia».-J-^ (iTrai-Hr, »..-•*;




